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General Description:
WANROOEMED Patient Lift is used for reducing the possibility of caregiver back injury and to ensure dignity
in patient handling. These high-quality patient lifts are comfortable, reliable and integral tools for staff and
caregivers. Using the patient lift for patient handling can help reduce staff injuries, save you money and
reinforce safety as a priority in your health care facility

DG201 Battery-Powered Patient Lift

Features

 Leg base open easily by foot pedal

 Height range allows lifting from floor and high surfaces.

 manual emergency stop for safety

 Long, padded handles offer a plethora of grip choices.

 Patient can turn 360°at any height during the lifting, to

access a most comfort position.

 The hoister handle design accords to dynamics, easy to

push forward, backward, or turn.
 Lower base height maximizes stability and fits under most

beds

 Warning beep for low battery charge and weight capacity levels

Specifications
Weight 43kgs
Weight Capacity 150kgs standard 200kgs optional
Overall Length 1100mm
Lifting range 740-1775mm

Legs open width 800mm
Legs closed width 585mm
Overall height of legs

Ground clearance 120mm
Front twin casters 2"
Rear break casters 4" with brakes
Power 220V,50HZ standard
Battery 24V Rechargeable sealed
Charger Output: 24V DC
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Warranty Limited One (1) Year Warranty
Package 1160*660*250mm, G.W.: 48kgs,N.W.: 43kg,156pcs/20GP, 306pcs/40GP,

346pcs/40HQ

DG202 Battery-Powered Stand-up Lift

WANROOEMED DG202 Battery-Powered Stand-up Lift is one ideal
transport device to provide quick, safe assistance to those who have
trouble standing. With multi-safety design, DG202 Battery-Powered
Stand-up Lift ensures caregiver and resident security

Features

 Heavy-gauge steel construction

 Leg open function to mostly close the wheel chair or medical

bed.

 Height range allows lifting from floor and high surfaces.

 manual emergency stop for added safety

 Adjustable knee pad unit for comfort at any height.

 24V DC motor allows quiet, smooth operation

 Warning beep for low battery charge and weight capacity levels

 Lower base height maximizes stability and fits under most beds

Specifications
Weight Capacity 150kgs standard 200kgs optional
Overall Length 1200mm
Lifting range 760-1820mm

Legs open width 810mm
Legs closed width 640mm
Overall height of legs

Ground clearance 120mm
Front twin casters 2"
Rear break casters 4" with brakes
Power 220V,50HZ standard
Battery 24V Rechargeable sealed
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Charger Output: 24V DC

Warranty Limited One (1) Year Warranty
Package 1160*660*300mm,G.W.: 53kgs,N.W.: 48kgs 150pcs/20GP, 300pcs/40GP,

340pcs/40HQ

DG203 Battery-Powered Assist Lift
WANROOEMED Battery-Powered Assist Lift is one ideal
transport device to provide quick, safe assistance to those
who have trouble standing. With multi-safety design,
DG203 Battery-Powered Stand-up Lift ensures caregiver
and resident security

Features

 Heavy-gauge steel construction

 Leg open function to mostly close the wheel chair or

medical bed.

 Height range allows lifting from floor and high surfaces.

 manual emergency stop for added safety

 Adjustable knee pad unit for comfort at any height.

 24V DC motor allows quiet, smooth operation

 Warning beep for low battery charge and weight

capacity levels

 Lower base height maximizes stability and fits under

most beds

Specifications
Weight Capacity 150kgs standard 200kgs optional
Overall Length 1100mm
Lifting range 390-1480mm/680-1280mm

Legs open width 840mm
Legs closed width 650mm
Overall height of legs
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Ground clearance 120mm
Front twin casters 2"
Rear break casters 4" with brakes
motor 220V,50HZ standard,8000N
Battery 24V Rechargeable sealed
Charger Output: 24V DC

Warranty Limited One (1) Year Warranty
Package 1160*660*300mm,G.W.: 60kgs,N.W.: 55kgs 150pcs/20GP, 300pcs/40GP,

340pcs/40HQ

DG100 Hydraulic Patient Hoist

DG100 Hydraulic Patient Hoist is suitable for stay in bed for a long term,
Patients with inconvenient action or can not move after operation. They use it
accompanied by nursing staff, Hospital, nursing center or family can be used.

The main frame is made of high strength steel, the powder of surface plastic
spraying treatment, The front wheel of the castor is 3 inch universal wheel,
the back wheel is 4 inch brake wheel, foot stool can adjust leg width, Sling
suspension is safe and reliable, The hydraulic lifting device, the scope is
broader.

Lifting handle Adjustable foot pedal Release handel
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DGA101 Economy All-purpose Patient

Lift Sling

This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital,

sanatorium etc.

eatures
 green nylon knitted fabric

 easy to install, adjust

 excellent back support and protect

 gray-blue

 machine washable

 loading 150KG

DGA406NE Standard Grid Patient Lift Sling

This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital, sanatorium etc.

features

Specifications
Weight Capacity 150kgs standard
Overall Length 1100mm
Pull handle height 1130mm
Lifting range 740-1775mm
Legs open width 800mm
Ground clearance 120mm
Front twin casters 3"
Rear break casters 4" with brakes
Warranty Limited One (1) Year Warranty
Package 1160*660*250mm, 144pcs/20GP, 324pcs/40GP, 360pcs/40HQ, gross

weight: 41kgs, net weight: 38kgs
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 green nylon knitted fabric

 easy to install, adjust

 excellent back support and protect

 gray-blue

 machine washable

 loading 150KG

 It has large, medium and small size

DGA407NE Standard Mesh Type Patient Lift Sling
This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital, sanatorium etc.

features
 green nylon knitted fabric or green nylon mesh cloth

 easy to install, adjust

 excellent back and head support and protect

 fit to buttocks area

 leg pad

 gray-blue

 machine washable

 loading 150KG

 It has large, medium and small size

DGA400SF Standing Type Patient Lift Sling
 This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital,

sanatorium etc.

 features

 green nylon knitted fabric

 easy to connect and adjust

 protect back support, it has fixed belt

 suitable for standing type or multi-functional type patient lift

 gray-blue

 150KG；loading 150KG

 machine washable

 It has large, medium and small size

DGA406N Multi-functional Type Patient Lift Sling
 This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital, sanatorium etc.

 features

 green nylon knitted fabric or green mesh fabric

 easy to fit and adjust

 not fit to buttocks and head area, excellent back protection

 leg pad
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 it has fixed belt

 gray-blue

 loading 150KG

 machine washable

 It has large, medium and small size

DGA409N Hole Type Patient Lift Sling
 This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital, sanatorium

etc.

 features

 green nylon knitted fabric or green nylon mesh cloth

 easy to fit and adjust

 excellent back and head support and protect

 with toilet hole

 gray-blue

 loading 150KG

 machine washable

 It has large, medium and small size

DGA408NWhole Body Protection Type Patient Lift Sling
This product is suitable for patient lift of family, hospital, sanatorium etc.

features

 green nylon knitted fabric or green mesh fabric

 easy to fit and adjust

 whole body protection include head support and legs can be divided

 suitable for the patient who needs whole body nursing

 with toilet seat hole

 leg pad

 gray-blue

 machine washable

 loading: 150KG

 It has large, medium and small size

NOTICE: N type made of nylon knitting material, NE type made of nylong mesh material. All availalble
according to requirement.
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